BASIC PRODUCT

CPPOL-0001 A QUALITY SHORT SLEEVE POLO SHIRT

Technics: Yarn Dyed
Place of Origin: Istanbul, Turkey
Brand Name: Basic
Model Number: CPPOL-0001
Feature: Anti-pilling, Anti-Shrink, Anti-wrinkle, Breathable, Eco-Friendly, Plus Size
Collar: Polo
Fabric Weight: 190 Grams
Available Sizes: S-M-L-XL-XXL
Material: 100% Cotton A QUALITY
Sleeve Style: Short sleeve
Color: Beige, Black, Blue, Brown, Dark blue, Dark Gray, Gold, GRAY, Green, Ivory, Khaki, Light Blue, NAVY, Orange, Pink, Purple, Red, Rose Madder, Silver, White, Yellow, Check, Clear, Multi, Plum, Stripe
Size: Europe size, UK size, American size, Asian size
Design: Plain
Gender: Men
Product Type: T-Shirts
Supply Type: OEM service
Age Group: Adults
BASIC PRODUCT

CPPOLO-0002 B QUALITY SHORT SLEEVE POLO SHIRT

Technics: Yarn Dyed
Place of Origin: Istanbul, Turkey
Brand Name: Basic
Model Number: CPPOLO-0002
Feature: Anti-pilling, Anti-Shrink, Anti-wrinkle, Breathable, Eco-Friendly, Plus Size
Collar: Polo
Fabric Weight: 190 Grams
Available Sizes: S-M-L-XL-XXL
Material: 100% Cotton B QUALITY
Sleeve Style: Short sleeve
Color: Beige, Black, Blue, Brown, Dark blue, Dark Gray, Gold, GRAY, Green, Ivory, Khaki, Light Blue, NAVY, Orange, Pink, Purple, Red, Rose Madder, Silver, White, Yellow, Check, Clear, Multi, Plum, Stripe
Size: Europe size, UK size, American size, Asian size
Design: Plain
Gender: Men
Product Type: T-Shirts
Supply Type: OEM service
Age Group: Adults
BASIC PRODUCT

CPPOLO-0003 A QUALITY LONG SLEEVE POLO SHIRT

Technics: Yarn Dyed
Place of Origin: Istanbul, Turkey
Brand Name: Basic
Model Number: CPPOLO-0003
Feature: Anti-pilling, Anti-Shrink, Anti-wrinkle, Breathable, Eco-Friendly, Plus Size
Collar: Polo
Fabric Weight: 190 Grams
Available Sizes: S-M-L-XL-XXL
Material: 100% Cotton B QUALITY
Sleeve Style: Short sleeve
Color: Beige, Black, Blue, Brown, Dark blue, Dark Gray, Gold, GRAY, Green, Ivory, Khaki, Light Blue, NAVY, Orange, Pink, Purple, Red, Rose Madder, Silver, White, Yellow, Check, Clear, Multi, Plum, Stripe
Size: Europe size, UK size, American size, Asian size
Design: Plain
Gender: Men
Product Type: T-Shirts
Supply Type: OEM service
Age Group: Adults
BASIC PRODUCT

CPPOLO-0004 B QUALITY LONG SLEEVE POLO SHIRT

Technics: Yarn Dyed
Place of Origin: Istanbul, Turkey
Brand Name: Basic
Model Number: CPPOLO-0004
Feature: Anti-pilling, Anti-Shrink, Anti-wrinkle, Breathable, Eco-Friendly, Plus Size
Collar: Polo
Fabric Weight: 190 Grams
Available Sizes: S-M-L-XL-XXL
Material: 100% Cotton B QUALITY
Sleeve Style: Long sleeve
Color: Beige, Black, Blue, Brown, Dark blue, Dark Gray, Gold, GRAY, Green, Ivory, Khaki, Light Blue, NAVY, Orange, Pink, Purple, Red, Rose Madder, Silver, White, Yellow, Check, Clear, Multi, Plum, Stripe
Size: Europe size, UK size, American size, Asian size
Design: Plain
Gender: Men
Product Type: T-Shirts
Supply Type: OEM service
Age Group: Adults
BASIC PRODUCT

CPHOOD-0001 A QUALITY 240 GSM PULLOVER HOODIE

Technics: Yarn Dyed
Place of Origin: Istanbul, Turkey
Brand Name: Basic
Model Number: CPHOOD-0001
Feature: Anti-pilling, Anti-Shrink, Anti-wrinkle,
Breathable, Eco-Friendly, Plus Size
Collar: Hood
Fabric Weight: 240 Grams
Available Sizes: S-M-L-XL-XXL
Material: 70% Cotton 30%Polyester A QUALITY
Sleeve Style: Long Sleeve
Color: Beige, Black, Blue, Brown, Dark blue, Dark
Gray, Gold, GRAY, Green, Ivory, Khaki, Light
Blue, NAVY, Orange, Pink, Purple, Red, Rose
Madder, Silver, White, Yellow, Check, Clear, Multi,
Plum, Stripes
Size: Europe size, UK size, American size, Asian
size
Design: Plain
Gender: Men
Product Type: Hoodie
Supply Type: OEM service
Age Group: Adults
**BASIC PRODUCT**

**CPHOOD-0002 B QUALITY 240 GSM PULLOVER HOODIE**

- **Technics:** Yarn Dyed
- **Place of Origin:** Istanbul, Turkey
- **Brand Name:** Basic
- **Model Number:** CPHOOD-0002
- **Feature:** Anti-pilling, Anti-Shrink, Anti-wrinkle, Breathable, Eco-Friendly, Plus Size
- **Collar:** Hood
- **Fabric Weight:** 240 Grams
- **Available Sizes:** S-M-L-XL-XXL
- **Material:** 70% Cotton 30%Polyester B QUALITY
- **Sleeve Style:** Long Sleeve
- **Color:** Beige, Black, Blue, Brown, Dark blue, Dark Gray, Gold, GRAY, Green, Ivory, Khaki, Light Blue, NAVY, Orange, Pink, Purple, Red, Rose Madder, Silver, White, Yellow, Check, Clear, Multi, Plum, Stripes
- **Size:** Europe size, UK size, American size, Asian size
- **Design:** Plain
- **Gender:** Men
- **Product Type:** Hoodie
- **Supply Type:** OEM service
- **Age Group:** Adults
BASIC PRODUCT

CPHOOD-0003 A QUALITY 240 GSM ZIPPER HOODIE

Technics: Yarn Dyed
Place of Origin: Istanbul, Turkey
Brand Name: Basic
Model Number: CPHOOD-0003
Feature: Anti-pilling, Anti-Shrink, Anti-wrinkle, Breathable, Eco-Friendly, Plus Size
Collar: Hood
Fabric Weight: 240 Grams
Available Sizes: S-M-L-XL-XXL
Material: 70% Cotton 30%Polyester A QUALITY
Sleeve Style: Long Sleeve
Color: Beige, Black, Blue, Brown, Dark blue, Dark Gray, Gold, GRAY, Green, Ivory, Khaki, Light Blue, NAVY, Orange, Pink, Purple, Red, Rose Madder, Silver, White, Yellow, Check, Clear, Multi, Plum, Stripes
Size: Europe size, UK size, American size, Asian size
Design: Plain
Gender: Men
Product Type: Hoodie
Supply Type: OEM service
Age Group: Adults

COLORS
BASIC PRODUCT

CPHOOD-0004 B QUALITY 240 GSM ZIPPER HOODIE

Technics: Yarn Dyed
Place of Origin: Istanbul, Turkey
Brand Name: Basic
Model Number: CPHOOD-0004
Feature: Anti-pilling, Anti-Shrink, Anti-wrinkle, Breathable, Eco-Friendly, Plus Size
Collar: Hood
Fabric Weight: 240 Grams
Available Sizes: S-M-L-XL-XXL
Material: 70% Cotton 30%Polyester B QUALITY
Sleeve Style: Long Sleeve
Color: Beige, Black, Blue, Brown, Dark blue, Dark Gray, Gold, GRAY, Green, Ivy, Khaki, Light Blue, NAVY, Orange, Pink, Purple, Red, Rose Madder, Silver, White, Yellow, Check, Clear, Multi, Plum, Stripes
Size: Europe size, UK size, American size, Asian size
Design: Plain
Gender: Men
Product Type: Hoodie
Supply Type: OEM service
Age Group: Adults

COLORS
BASIC PRODUCT

CPHOOD-0005 A QUALITY 300 GSM PULLOVER HOODIE

Technics: Yarn Dyed
Place of Origin: Istanbul, Turkey
Brand Name: Basic
Model Number: CPHOOD-0005
Feature: Anti-pilling, Anti-Shrink, Anti-wrinkle, Breathable, Eco-Friendly, Plus Size
Collar: Hood
Fabric Weight: 300 Grams
Available Sizes: S-M-L-XL-XXL
Material: 70% Cotton 30%Polyester A QUALITY
Sleeve Style: Long Sleeve
Color: Beige, Black, Blue, Brown, Dark blue, Dark Gray, Gold, GRAY, Green, Ivory, Khaki, Light Blue, NAVY, Orange, Pink, Purple, Red, Rose Madder, Silver, White, Yellow, Check, Clear, Multi, Plum, Stripes
Size: Europe size, UK size, American size, Asian size
Design: Plain
Gender: Men
Product Type: Hoodie
Supply Type: OEM service
Age Group: Adults
BASIC PRODUCT

CPHOOD-0006 B QUALITY 300 GSM PULLOVER HOODIE

Technics: Yarn Dyed
Place of Origin: Istanbul, Turkey
Brand Name: Basic
Model Number: CPHOOD-0006
Feature: Anti-pilling, Anti-Shrink, Anti-wrinkle, Breathable, Eco-Friendly, Plus Size
Collar: Hood
Fabric Weight: 300 Grams
Available Sizes: S-M-L-XL-XXL
Material: 70% Cotton 30%Polyester B QUALITY
Sleeve Style: Long Sleeve
Color: Beige, Black, Blue, Brown, Dark blue, Dark Gray, Gold, GRAY, Green, Ivory, Khaki, Light Blue, NAVY, Orange, Pink, Purple, Red, Rose Madder, Silver, White, Yellow, Check, Clear, Multi, Plum, Stripe
Size: Europe size, UK size, American size, Asian size
Design: Plain
Gender: Men
Product Type: Hoodie
Supply Type: OEM service
Age Group: Adults

COLORS
BASIC PRODUCT

CPHOOD-0007 A QUALITY 300 GSM ZIPPER HOODIE

Technics: Yarn Dyed
Place of Origin: Istanbul, Turkey
Brand Name: Basic
Model Number: CPHOOD-0007
Feature: Anti-pilling, Anti-Shrink, Anti-wrinkle, Breathable, Eco-Friendly, Plus Size
Collar: Hood
Fabric Weight: 300 Grams
Available Sizes: S-M-L-XL-XXL
Material: 70% Cotton 30%Polyester A QUALITY
Sleeve Style: Long Sleeve
Color: Beige, Black, Blue, Brown, Dark blue, Dark Gray, Gold, GRAY, Green, Ivory, Khaki, Light Blue, NAVY, Orange, Pink, Purple, Red, Rose, Madder, Silver, White, Yellow, Check, Clear, Multi, Plum, Stripes
Size: Europe size, UK size, American size, Asian size
Design: Plain
Gender: Men
Product Type: Hoodie
Supply Type: OEM service
Age Group: Adults

COLORS
BASIC PRODUCT

CPHOOD-0008 B QUALITY 300 GSM ZIPPER HOODIE

Technics: Yarn Dyed
Place of Origin: Istanbul, Turkey
Brand Name: Basic
Model Number: CPHOOD-0008
Feature: Anti-pilling, Anti-Shrink, Anti-wrinkle, Breathable, Eco-Friendly, Plus Size
Collar: Hood
Fabric Weight: 300 Grams
Available Sizes: S-M-L-XL-XXL
Material: 70% Cotton 30%Polyester B QUALITY
Sleeve Style: Long Sleeve
Color: Beige, Black, Blue, Brown, Dark blue, Dark Gray, Gold, GRAY, Green, Ivory, Khaki, Light Blue, NAVY, Orange, Pink, Purple, Red, Rose Madder, Silver, White, Yellow, Check, Clear, Multi, Plum, Stripes
Size: Europe size, UK size, American size, Asian size
Design: Plain
Gender: Men
Product Type: Hoodie
Supply Type: OEM service
Age Group: Adults

COLORS

Sayfa 12/22
BASIC PRODUCT

CPTSHR-0001 A QUALITY SHORT SLEEVE T-SHIRT

Technics: Yarn Dyed  
Place of Origin: Istanbul, Turkey  
Brand Name: Basic  
Model Number: CPTSHR-0001  
Feature: Anti-pilling, Anti-Shrink,  
Anti-wrinkle, Breathable, Eco-Friendly, Plus  
Size  
Collar: O Neck  
Fabric Weight: 150 Grams  
Available Sizes: S-M-L-XL-XXL  
Material: 100% Cotton A QUALITY  
Sleeve Style: Short Sleeve  
Color: Beige, Black, Blue, Brown, Dark blue, Dark Gray, Gold, GRAY, Green, Ivory,  
Khaki, Light Blue, NAVY, Orange, Pink,  
Purple, Red, Rose Madder, Silver, White,  
Yellow, Check, Clear, Multi, Plum, Stripe  
Size: Europe size, UK size, American size,  
Asian size  
Design: Plain  
Gender: Men  
Product Type: Tshirt  
Supply Type: OEM service  
Age Group: Adults
CPTSHR-0002 B QUALITY SHORT SLEEVE T-SHIRT

Technics: Yarn Dyed
Place of Origin: Istanbul, Turkey
Brand Name: Basic
Model Number: CPTSHR-0002
Feature: Anti-pilling, Anti-Shrink, Anti-wrinkle, Breathable, Eco-Friendly, Plus Size
Collar: O Neck
Fabric Weight: 150 Grams
Available Sizes: S-M-L-XL-XXL
Material: 100% Cotton B QUALITY
Sleeve Style: Short Sleeve
Color: Beige, Black, Blue, Brown, Dark blue, Dark Gray, Gold, GRAY, Green, Ivory, Khaki, Light Blue, NAVY, Orange, Pink, Purple, Red, Rose Madder, Silver, White, Yellow, Check, Clear, Multi, Plum, Stripe
Size: Europe size, UK size, American size, Asian size
Design: Plain
Gender: Men
Product Type: Tshirt
Supply Type: OEM service
Age Group: Adults
BASIC PRODUCT

CPTSHR-0003 A QUALITY LONG SLEEVE T-SHIRT

Technics: Yarn Dyed
Place of Origin: Istanbul, Turkey
Brand Name: Basic
Model Number: CPTSHR-0003
Feature: Anti-pilling, Anti-Shrink,
Anti-wrinkle, Breathable, Eco-Friendly, Plus
Size
Collar: O Neck
Fabric Weight: 150 Grams
Available Sizes: S-M-L-XL-XXL
Material: 100% Cotton A QUALITY
Sleeve Style: Long Sleeve
Color: Beige, Black, Blue, Brown, Dark
blue, Dark Gray, Gold, GRAY, Green, Ivory,
Khaki, Light Blue, NAVY, Orange, Pink,
Purple, Red, Rose Madder, Silver, White,
Yellow, Check, Clear, Multi, Plum, Stripe
Size: Europe size, UK size, American size,
Asian size
Design: Plain
Gender: Men
Product Type: Tshirt
Supply Type: OEM service
Age Group: Adults
BASIC PRODUCT

CPTSHR-0004 B QUALITY LONG SLEEVE T-SHIRT

Technics: Yarn Dyed
Place of Origin: Istanbul, Turkey
Brand Name: Basic
Model Number: CPTSHR-0004
Feature: Anti-pilling, Anti-Shrink, Anti-wrinkle, Breathable, Eco-Friendly, Plus Size
Collar: O Neck
Fabric Weight: 150 Grams
Available Sizes: S-M-L-XL-XXL
Material: 100% Cotton B QUALITY
Sleeve Style: Long Sleeve
Color: Beige, Black, Blue, Brown, Dark blue, Dark Gray, Gold, GRAY, Green, Ivory, Khaki, Light Blue, NAVY, Orange, Pink, Purple, Red, Rose Madder, Silver, White, Yellow, Check, Clear, Multi, Plum, Stripe
Size: Europe size, UK size, American size, Asian size
Design: Plain
Gender: Men
Product Type: Tshirt
Supply Type: OEM service
Age Group: Adults
BASIC PRODUCT

CPSHIR-0001 A QUALITY SHORT SLEEVE SHIRT

Technics: Yarn Dyed
Place of Origin: Istanbul, Turkey
Brand Name: Basic
Model Number: CPSHIR-0001
Feature: Anti-pilling, Anti-Shrink, Anti-wrinkle, Breathable, Eco-Friendly, Plus Size
Collar: Shirt
Fabric Weight: 190 Grams
Available Sizes: S-M-L-XL-XXL
Material: 100% Cotton A QUALITY
Sleeve Style: Short sleeve
Color: Beige, Black, Blue, Brown, Dark blue, Dark Gray, Gold, GRAY, Green, Ivory, Khaki, Light Blue, NAVY, Orange, Pink, Purple, Red, Rose Madder, Silver, White, Yellow, Check, Clear, Multi, Plum, Stripe
Size: Europe size, UK size, American size, Asian size
Design: Plain
Gender: Men
Product Type: Shirt
Supply Type: OEM service
Age Group: Adults

COLORS
BASIC PRODUCT

CPSHIR-0002 B QUALITY SHORT SLEEVE SHIRT

Technics: Yarn Dyed
Place of Origin: Istanbul, Turkey
Brand Name: Basic
Model Number: CPSHIR-0002
Feature: Anti-pilling, Anti-Shrink, Anti-wrinkle, Breathable, Eco-Friendly, Plus Size
Collar: Shirt
Fabric Weight: 190 Grams
Available Sizes: S-M-L-XL-XXL
Material: 100% Cotton B QUALITY
Sleeve Style: Short sleeve
Color: Beige, Black, Blue, Brown, Dark blue, Dark Gray, Gold, GRAY, Green, Ivory, Khaki, Light Blue, NAVY, Orange, Pink, Purple, Red, Rose Madder, Silver, White, Yellow, Check, Clear, Multi, Plum, Stripe
Size: Europe size, UK size, American size, Asian size
Design: Plain
Gender: Men
Product Type: Shirt
Supply Type: OEM service
Age Group: Adults

COLORS
CPSHIR-0003 A QUALITY LONG SLEEVE SHIRT

Technics: Yarn Dyed
Place of Origin: Istanbul, Turkey
Brand Name: Basic
Model Number: CPSHIR-0003
Feature: Anti-pilling, Anti-Shrink, Anti-wrinkle, Breathable, Eco-Friendly, Plus Size
Collar: Shirt
Fabric Weight: 190 Grams
Available Sizes: S-M-L-XL-XXL
Material: 100% Cotton A QUALITY
Sleeve Style: Long sleeve
Color: Beige, Black, Blue, Brown, Dark blue, Dark Gray, Gold, GRAY, Green, Ivory, Khaki, Light Blue, NAVY, Orange, Pink, Purple, Red, Rose Madder, Silver, White, Yellow, Check, Clear, Multi, Plum, Stripe
Size: Europe size, UK size, American size, Asian size
Design: Plain
Gender: Men
Product Type: Shirt
Supply Type: OEM service
Age Group: Adults
BASIC PRODUCT

CPSHIR-004 B QUALITY LONG SLEEVE SHIRT

Technics: Yarn Dyed
Place of Origin: Istanbul, Turkey
Brand Name: Basic
Model Number: CPSHIR-0004
Feature: Anti-pilling, Anti-Shrink, Anti-wrinkle, Breathable, Eco-Friendly, Plus Size
Collar: Shirt
Fabric Weight: 190 Grams
Available Sizes: S-M-L-XL-XXL
Material: 100% Cotton B QUALITY
Sleeve Style: Long sleeve
Color: Beige, Black, Brown, Dark blue, Dark Gray, Gold, GRAY, Green, Ivory, Khaki, Light Blue, NAVY, Orange, Pink, Purple, Red, Rose Madder, Silver, White, Yellow, Check, Clear, Multi, Plum, Stripe
Size: Europe size, UK size, American size, Asian size
Design: Plain
Gender: Men
Product Type: Shirt
Supply Type: OEM service
Age Group: Adults
BASIC PRODUCT

CPSWIT-0001 A QUALITY SWEATSHIRT

Technics: Yarn Dyed
Place of Origin: Istanbul, Turkey
Brand Name: Basic
Model Number: CPSWIT-0001
Feature: Anti-pilling, Anti-Shrink, Anti-wrinkle, Breathable, Eco-Friendly, Plus Size
Collar: O Neck
Fabric Weight: 240 Grams
Available Sizes: S-M-L-XL-XXL
Material: 70% Cotton 30%Polyester
Sleeve Style: Long Sleeve
Color: Beige, Black, Blue, Brown, Dark blue, Dark Gray, Gold, GRAY, Green, Ivory, Khaki, Light Blue, NAVY, Orange, Pink, Purple, Red, Rose, Madder, Silver, White, Yellow, Check, Clear, Multi, Plum, Stripes
Size: Europe size, UK size, American size, Asian size
Design: Plain
Gender: Men
Product Type: Sweatshirt
Supply Type: OEM service
Age Group: Adults

COLORS
BASIC PRODUCT

CPSWIT-0002 B QUALITY SWEATSHIRT

Technics: Yarn Dyed
Place of Origin: Istanbul, Turkey
Brand Name: Basic
Model Number: CPSWIT-0002
Feature: Anti-pilling, Anti-Shrink, Anti-wrinkle, Breathable, Eco-Friendly, Plus Size
Collar: O Neck
Fabric Weight: 240 Grams
Available Sizes: S-M-L-XL-XXL
Material: 70% Cotton 30%Polyester B QUALITY
Sleeve Style: Long Sleeve
Color: Beige, Black, Blue, Brown, Dark blue, Dark Gray, Gold, GRAY, Green, Ivory, Khaki, Light Blue, NAVY, Orange, Pink, Purple, Red, Rose Madder, Silver, White, Yellow, Check, Clear, Multi, Plum, Stripes
Size: Europe size, UK size, American size, Asian size
Design: Plain
Gender: Men
Product Type: Sweatshirt
Supply Type: OEM service
Age Group: Adults

COLORS